
VAADWAUR 

THE NEXT GENERATION ERA ONLY 

Militaristic and slightly xenophobic, the Vaadwaur used a network of subspace 

corridors, known as Underspace, to spread across a wide expanse of the Delta 

Quadrant. Vaadwaur initially used these corridors for trade and exploration, but 

quickly began to employ for raids and the conquest. By the 15th Century, a species known 

as the Turei formed an alliance of several worlds to fight against the Vaadwaur. Believing 

that without a mutual enemy, this "Turei Coalition" would collapse, several groups of 

Vaadwaur placed themselves in stasis chambers throughout their empire, planning to 

reawaken in when they could reclaim a colony. Following the devastation and irradiation of 

their homeworld by the Turei, many stasis chambers failed or were destroyed. The 

controls for a battalion of six-hundred Vaadwaur malfunctioned, leaving them frozen for 

almost nine centuries. After being revived by Federation explorers, the Vaadwaur 

discovered that in the intervening centuries the Borg and Devore lmperium had claimed 

much of their territory. Fifty-three Vaadwaur ships fled into Underspace, planning to 

find a new home, while also hoping to find other surviving Vaadwaur still in stasis.

EXAMPLE VALUE: My Only Motive is Survival. 

• ATTRIBUTES: +1 Daring, +1 Fitness, +1 Reason

• TRAIT: Vaadwaur. The defining feature of Vaadwaur are the cobra-like large 

neckridges running from the base of their ears to their collarbone. A fin-like crest 

runs atop their head. Biologically, Vaadwaur had traits of both mammals and 

reptiles, having scaling skin, a warm-blooded metabolism, and live births but 

retaining a reptilian ability to go to suspended their biological functions.

• TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents: 

BID-FEEDBACK 

REQUIREMENT: Vaadwaur, or Gamemaster's Permission

You can will your metabolism to slow down, reducing your need for oxygen and decreasing 

your heart rate. You gain the Slow Metabolism trait for the remainder of the scene or until 

you resume your normal metabolism. Additionally, if you are injured you can slow your 

metabolism to automatically stabilize, and reduces the difficulty ofTasks to remove 

the injury by 1 . 
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